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Description
The course explores several important topics in 
failure and survival data analysis: a) Analysis of 
survival times such as characterizing the 
distribution of “time to event” for a given 
population, comparing this “time to event” among 
different groups (e.g., treatment vs. control in a 
clinical trial or an observational study), and 
modeling the relationship of “time to event” to 
other covariates (~85%);  b). Statistical techniques 
and issues for planning and conducting clinical trials 
(~15%).



Textbooks

• 1. Survival Analysis: Techniques for Censored and 
Truncated Data (2nd edition) by John P. Klein and 
Melvin L. Moeschberger (website: 
http://www.mcw.edu/biostatistics/FacultyStaff/Joh
nPKleinPhD/SurvivalAnalysisBook.htm)

• 2. Survival Analysis Using The SAS System: A 
Practical Guide by Paul D. Allison (data sets and 
macros used in the book can be found from: 
http://www.sas.com/apps/pubscat/bookdetails.jsp?
catid=1&pc=55233

http://www.mcw.edu/biostatistics/FacultyStaff/JohnPKleinPhD/SurvivalAnalysisBook.htm


Specific Topics for Survival Analysis

• Censoring; Survival function; Hazard rate

• Kaplan-Meier Estimator

• Log-rank test; stratified log-rank test

• Parametric distributions for “time to event” 
data (Exponential, Weibull, Gamma) 

• Accelerated Failure Time (AFT) model

• COX Proportional-Hazards model

• Analysis of competing risk data



Example #1: Remission Duration from a Clinical 
Trial for Acute Leukemia
Freireich et al. (1963) report the results of a clinical trial of 
a drug 6-mercaptopurine (6-MP) versus a placebo in 42 
children with acute leukemia. The trial was conducted at 
11 American hospitals. Patients were selected who had a 
complete or partial remission of their leukemia induced by 
treatment with the drug prednisone. (A complete or 
partial remission means that either most or all signs of 
disease had disappeared from the bone marrow.) The trial 
was conducted by matching pairs of patients at a given 
hospital by remission status (complete or partial) and 
randomizing within the pair to either a 6-MP or placebo 
maintenance therapy. Patients were followed until their 
leukemia returned (relapse) or until the end of the study 
(in months). The data is reported in the next slide.



Example #1 (continued)

Question: Is there a difference between placebo and 6-MP?



Example #2: Times to Infection for Burn Patients

Infection of a burn wound is a common complication resulting in extended 
hospital stays and in the death of severely burned patients. Control of infection 
remains a prominent component of burn management. The purpose of a study is 
to compare a routine bathing care method (initial surface decontamination with 
10% povidone-iodine followed with regular bathing with Dial soap) with a body-
cleansing method using 4% chlorhexidine gluconate. Medical records of patients 
treated during the 18-month study period provided information on burn wound 
infections and other medical information. The time until staphylococcus infection 
was recorded (in days), along with an indicator variable—whether or not an 
infection had occurred. Other fixed covariates recorded were gender (22% 
female), race (88% white), severity of the burn as measured by percentage of 
total surface area of body burned (average of 24.7% range 2–95%), burn site (45% 
on head, 23% on buttocks, 84% on trunk, 41% on upper legs, 31% on lower legs, 
or 29% in respiratory tract), and type of burn (6% chemical, 12% scald, 7% 
electric, or 75% flame). Two time-dependent covariates were recorded, namely, 
time to excision and time to prophylactic antibiotic treatment administered, 
along with the two corresponding indicator variables, namely, whether the 
patient’s wound had been excised (64%) and whether the patient had been 
treated with an antibiotic sometime during the course of the study (41%). Eighty-
four patients were in the group which received the new bathing solution, 
chlorhexidine, and 70 patients served as the historical control group which 
received the routine bathing care, povidone-iodine.



Example #3: Personal loan data

Personal loan data from a major U.K. financial 
institution were collected, which consisted of the 
application information of 50,000 personal loans, 
together with the repayment status for each month 
of the observation period of 36 months. The 
borrowers were all U.K. consumers who had applied 
to the bank for a loan. The status variable observed 
whether they had defaulted, paid off to term, paid 
off early, or the loan was still open. Application 
characteristics available in the data set are found in 
the next slide. 



Example #3 (continued)

Question: Can we use these characteristics available to predict personal loan 
status?



Example #4: Business Failure model

The field of business failure prediction (BFP) has 
many aliases, such as bankruptcy prediction, firm 
failure prediction and financial (de)stress prediction. 
As the name suggests, BFP involves developing 
models that attempt to predict the financial failure 
of a business before it actually happens. Statistical 
BFP models attempt to predict the failure or success 
of a business based on publicly available information 
about that business, such as financial ratios from 
financial statements, and also indicators of industry 
and economy wide performance. 
Accurate BFP models would be extremely useful and 
valuable in the real world. 


